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Abstract:

Power control techniques for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks have already gained considerable attention. Such
techniques are particularly attractive because they can improve various aspects of wireless network operation
such as interference mitigation, spatial reuse in dense wireless deployments, topology control, and link quality
enhancement. In this paper we propose a novel delivery ratio based Conservative Transmit Power Control
(ConTPC) mechanism. Our implementation is conservative when it comes to deciding if the transmit power
should be reduced for a given link. This is because we do not want poor quality wireless links to further
reduce their quality and be overwhelmed by other links transmitting at maximum power. We have experimentally evaluated the benefit of the proposed power control scheme when compared with fixed power level
systems. We show that our ConTPC mechanism can increase the throughput, however the magnitude of this
enhancement largely depends on the topology of the wireless network.

1

INTRODUCTION

Interference has been identified as a key cause of
performance degradation in Wireless Mesh Networks
(WMNs) (Jain et al., 2003; Padhye et al., 2005).
Transmit power control is one of the methods which
allows for interference mitigation and spatial reuse
through per-link power control.
Per-link power control allows a network node to
transmit packets to its neighbours at different power
levels. Data transfers to close neighbours may be performed at low transmission powers, thereby minimising the interference with remote nodes. Conversely,
the communication with remote neighbours may be
improved by using a higher transmission power, i.e.
by providing a stronger signal at the receiver. It
has been shown by Muqattash et al (Muqattash and
Krunz, 2005) that a power controlled MAC (POWMAC) protocol can improve significantly improve
network throughput. Furthermore, power control becomes a necessity in dense deployments which are
now becoming common as demonstrated by Akella
et al. (Akella et al., 2005).
However, increasing the transmission power for

weak links also has a negative effect of producing increased interference. There are other factors which
can impact on the benefit of employing transmit
power control. For example, Broustis et al. (Broustis
et al., 2007) have observed that when power control is
combined with virtual carrier sensing (RTS/CTS messages) the performance is often degraded.
Transmit Power Control (TPC) mechanisms when
implemented in WMNs can be used to:
• minimise interference with other nodes (and thus
increasing spatial reuse) as implemented in POWMAC (Muqattash and Krunz, 2005) or in (Navda
et al., 2007);
• improve the quality of wireless links (as implemented in (Son et al., 2004));
• reduce the energy consumption (Gomez et al.,
2003);
• control the network topology (Ramanathan and
Hain, 2000);
• reduce interference with satellites and radar operating in the 5 GHz frequency band (as required by
the IEEE 802.11h Standard (802.11h IEEE Standard for Information technology - Telecommuni-

cations and information exchange between systems – Local and metropolitan area networks Specific requirements, ));
• ensure good coverage (as implemented by some
access point manufacturers).
Some of these objectives can be realised by modifying a single layer, such as the POWMAC (Muqattash and Krunz, 2005). However, in general power
control needs to be aware of the operation at multiple
layers and is more accurately a cross-layer optimisation problem. Kawadia and Kumar present an comprehensive discussion about the principles of such a
cross layer design of power control in (Kawadia and
Kumar, 2005) .
The majority of the power control techniques proposed require power control with per-packet level
granularity and with low latency. In (Kowalik et al.,
2008) we have shown that WLAN cards with Atheros
chipsets allow for such a fine power control.
In this paper we present a novel delivery ratio
based Conservative Transmit Power Control (ConTPC) mechanism. We evaluate it experimentally on
an eleven node static indoor 802.11 wireless mesh
testbed as well as on a four node topology which provides an easy to analyse example of a disjoint communication case.

2

RELATED WORK

Reports in (Mon, 2001; Muqattash and Krunz,
2003) present 802.11 MAC modifications which aim
to utilise power control. However, these solutions require the use of a separate control channel for the
exchange of collision avoidance information. Such
schemes would require two wireless interfaces at each
mesh node. Thus this approach is not feasible for the
single radio solution considered in this work.
The POWMAC (Muqattash and Krunz, 2005) proposed by Muqattash and Krunz is an enhancement
of the 802.11 MAC enabling power control and resembles the ConTPC scheme proposed in this paper.
However, POWMAC requires detailed information
about the power of a received control signal, as well as
the interference power. This may not be a problem if
one uses simulation tools to evaluate the approach as
the authors did. However, this is unrealistic because
we and other researchers have observed that SNR
measurements exhibit a high variability. For example Akella et al. (Akella et al., 2005) have shown that
4 dB of variance in RSSI values and noise estimates
is typical. Moreover, under the POWMAC scheme
the transmission of each data packet is preceded by

an access window (AW) during which several pairs
of neighboring terminals exchange their RTS/CTS
control messages. Consequently this can generate a
significant overhead. There is a similarity between
POWMAC and LPERF (Akella et al., 2005) (Loadsensitive, Power-controlled Estimated Rate Fallback)
because both combine the load information with signal strength measurements. However, it was stated
by Akella et al. (Akella et al., 2005) that in practice
they found that “achieving good performance and interference reduction using the LPERF technique can
be challenging” owing to the poor accuracy of signal
strength measurements and the difficulties in estimating the load.
Broustis et al. (Broustis et al., 2007) performed
physical experiments and have analysed three scenarios in which power control may improve network performance:
• “overlapping case” – where power control cannot improve the performance of two overlapping
links;
• “hidden terminal case” – where power control can
improve fairness;
• “potentially disjoint case” – where power control
can improve throughput significantly.
Their experiments show that power control may improve overall throughput, however virtual carrier
sensing (RTS/CTS messages) needs to be disabled.
Also, their results demonstrate that the benefit from
using power control is topology dependent. In Section 6.2 we also present similar findings.
Akella et al. (Akella et al., 2005) have proposed a number of combined power and rate control mechanisms. The one which resulted in the
best performance was PERF (Power-controlled Estimated Rate Fallback) (Akella et al., 2005) which implemented conservative power control. PERF performs its decisions regarding the rate and transmit
power based on the delivery rate of previous packets and SNR estimates obtained from the WLAN
adapter. Moreover, each packet is extended to include information about the transmit power, path
loss, noise estimate of the last packet, and delivery rate information. ConTPC adopts a similar
approach. However, PERF reduces the transmit
power until estimatedSNR = decisionT hreshold +
powerMargin. The powerMargin is used to control aggressiveness of the algorithm. Our ConTPC
scheme is also conservative, but it takes a different
approach in trying to reduce power provided that it
does not result in an increased packet loss.

CONSERVATIVE TRANSMIT
POWER CONTROL (CONTPC)

We believe that many of the proposed power control schemes are too opportunistic. The rationale behind these schemes is that by tolerating a degree of interference at each node, one can trade-off an increased
BER (Bit Error Rate) for multiple simultaneous transmissions. For example, POWMAC (Muqattash and
Krunz, 2005) follows this approach.
We have discovered that in real indoor deployments this approach may be overly optimistic and
can degrade the network performance. In our wireless eleven node static indoor testbed wireless links
often exhibit high loss rates. Moreover, their delivery rate vs TX power characteristics often resembles
that shown in Figure 1. This sort of characteristic
has the distinct feature that even a small reduction in
the transmit power from its maximum value can result in a significant drop in the delivery rate. Moreover, when multiple simultaneous transmissions occur, the noise floor increases. Thus for a link with
such a characteristic its delivery rate would drop even
further. Experimentally we have found that for links
with such a characteristic even small decreases in the
transmit power can significantly degrade their performance.
1

but can potentially reduce the interference on nearby
links.
1
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Figure 2: Delivery ratio vs. TX power characteristics for a
high quality link

However, even for high quality links we do not
advocate large reductions in the transmit power as
this may expose the node to the risk of being overwhelmed by neighboring nodes transmitting at maximum power. Thus, our power control scheme adopts a
quite conservative approach when it comes to reducing the transmit power on any given link. ConTPC
will only reduce the transmit power while it does not
adversely impact of the delivery rate. The exact details of our scheme are provided in the following section.
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Figure 1: Delivery ratio vs. TX power characteristics for a
low quality link

In our ConTPC mechanism we do not allow
the power control mechanism to reduce the transmit
power for all the network links. Instead the ConTPC mechanism first checks if the delivery rate vs
TX power curve is flat around its maximum power
level. For example, the characteristic could look like
the one shown in Figure 2. On such a link any reduction in the TX power does not adversely impact on its
delivery rate. Therefore, reducing the transmit power
will typically not degrade the performance of the link,

Our ConTPC mechanism controls the output
power on a per-link basis. Therefore, each node periodically broadcasts probe frames at all allowed power
levels which includes information about the power
level used to sent a given frame. This information
allows each node to create delivery rate vs TX power
characteristics for all its incoming links. In our experiments we have used custom probe messages, but
HELLO messages which are usually exchanged between routers could also serve this purpose.
Our conservative approach requires the delivery
rate vs TX power characteristic to be almost flat
around the maximum power level. In order to describe the details of ConTPC power selection algorithm we denote:
Pmax to be the maximum TX power level (for our
WLAN adapters it was 18dBm);

Pselected to be the power level selected by our ConTPC mechanism;
Pstep to be the granularity of our power mechanism;
Psa f ety to be the safety margin, which defines the
minimum range of the flat area around the maximum power;
thr to be the threshold value which defines the end
of the flat area around the maximum power;
dlr to be the delivery rate vs TX power characteristic.
In Figure 3 we present a diagram showing the details of ConTPC. Essentially, it selects the power level
at the leftmost part of the flat region around the maximum TX power, provided that the size of this region is
larger than the safety margin. ConTPC uses three configurable parameters: Pstep , Psa f ety and thr. The Pstep
together with the frequency of the power broadcasts
can be used to tune the overhead and the accuracy of
the estimation of the delivery rate characteristics. The
Psa f ety and thr parameters are used to control the aggressiveness of ConTPC. An evaluation of the relative
importance of these parameters will be given in Sections 6.5 and 6.6.

P = P_max

information along this tree-like communication pattern only. Consequently, power control is only performed on links within this communication pattern.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We have implemented ConTPC as a Click (Kohler
et al., 2000) module. This module allows us to broadcast custom made power probes, generate delivery
rate vs TX power characteristics and inform neighbouring nodes about the power levels that they need
to use.
To perform the experimental tests we used eleven
WLAN nodes distributed across two floors of our research institute building as shown in Figure 4. The
nodes were based around the Soekris net4521 platform. The experiments were performed indoors, and
unfortunately we could not completely isolate the
tested network from external sources of interference.
All nodes were running Linux operating systems and
were operating in the monitor mode to allow for
packet injection by our Click module.
In order to enable the TPC feature of MadWifi drivers one needs to compile it with
COPTS+= -DATH_CAP_TPC=1 and pass the tpc=1
parameter to insmod ath_pci.
Moreover, the transmission rate was fixed for all
the experiments at 11Mbps and the antenna diversity
was also switched off.

6 RESULTS
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if dlr(P) < thr * dlr(P_max) ?

6.1

Delivery ratio vs SNR

P = P - P_step
NO
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if P_max - P > P_safety ?

P_selected = P_max

P_selected = P + P_step

Figure 3: ConTPC – power selection details

The ConTPC mechanism allows a node to determine the transmit power levels for its incoming links.
Once this has been done, each node needs to inform
its neighbours of the transmit power level that they
need to use when communicating with the node. In
static wireless mesh networks the communication pattern usually resembles a tree whose main root is located at the gateway node. To reduce the overhead involved in informing neighbours about the power levels that they need to use, we propose to distribute this

In the ConTPC scheme each node measures the delivery ratio vs TX power characteristics of its incoming
wireless links. In Figure 5 we have presented these
characteristics for all links of our test bed. One might
think that instead of the delivery ratio it would be easier to use Signal–to–Noise Ratio (SNR), since it directly relates to the power level used for the transmission. Moreover, SNR value can be easily obtained
from the wireless card, for example Atheros chipsets
report RSSI value which can by simply converted to
SNR by subtracting 95dB.
However, we do not advocate the use of SNR because we have observed a poor accuracy on the RSSI
measurements especially for weak signals as illustrated in Figure 6. Akella et al. (Akella et al., 2005)
have shown that that the variance in RSSI estimates is
high and is typically around 4dB. Moreover, in Figure 6 one may observe that the SNR vs TX power

(a) Floor 1

(b) Floor 2
Figure 4: Locations of wireless nodes
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Figure 5: Delivery rate vs TX power

In Figure 7 we show how the delivery rate is related to the RSSI values. Although, it can seen that
there is a correlation between the SNR and the delivery rate, the large variance associated with the SNR
measurements make it difficult to use. Consequently,
in ConTPC we have decided to use the delivery rate
instead of the SNR.
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Figure 6: SNR vs TX power

6.2
characteristics are much flatter than the delivery rate
vs TX power curves.

2

Disjoint case

In order to validate the operation of the ConTPC
scheme, we first decided to investigate how it performs in the disjoint case where the expected benefit
is the greatest according to Broustis et al. (Broustis
et al., 2007). In this case transmit power control can
allow for the simultaneous use of two links which results in a twofold increase in throughput compared to
the case where the default maximum transmit power
is used. In general, if we were to have n such node
pairs all interfering with each other under maximum
transmission power conditions, then we could expect
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Figure 7: Delivery rate vs TX power

a n-fold increase in throughput through the use of
power control. However, such topologies based on
pairs of nodes located close to each other and traffic patterns based on communication between pairs of
nodes only are quite rare.
In our testbed shown in Figure 4 we have moved
node B towards A and D towards B, to create a scenario with two disjoint pairs A–B and C–D. Then we
performed an experiment in which each node sent a
512kbps UDP flow to its neighbouring node. Thus we
had four flows in the network and the experiment duration was 6 hours. During this period we have compared the performance of ConTPC with fixed power
levels at 0dBm and at 18dBm. To ensure that each
of these power schemes is tested under similar conditions, they were dealt with in a round robin fashion
over a duration of 1 min each.
As can be observed in Figure 8 the delivery rate
characteristics were excellent for all power levels between pairs of nodes. Even though the node pairs
were located on different floors the delivery rate on
link B–D was still good, and also on links A–D and
C–A. Therefore, these pairs were not completely disjoint, so contention on the link B–D was still high
even though the minimum power of 0dBm was used.
Thus we did not observe doubling of the throughput,
as one might expect.
In Figure 9 we show that ConTPC resulted in an
increase of 35% when compared with transmission at
the maximum power of 18dBm. What is also interesting here is that ConTPC slightly outperformed transmission at maximum power of 0dBm. This is because
it emerged that for links B–A and C–D it was more
benefitial to use a transmit power of around 2 or 3dBm
instead of the minimum value.
The nodes in our test bed are usually not placed in
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Figure 8: Delivery rate characteristics observed in disjoint
case
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Figure 9: Throughput observed in disjoint case

pairs so close to each other, as presented in the above
experiment. Therefore, for the next step in the investigation we moved the nodes back to their normal positions and repeated the tests. Thus, it was no longer
disjoint case. As it can be seen in Figure 10 only link
B–A continued to exhibit an excellent delivery rate
characteristic. Thus, it achieved the highest throughput when a fixed power of 0dBm was used (as it is
shown in Figure 11).
In Figure 11 it may be observed that in this more
realistic 4 nodes case our ConTPC also outperforms
fixed power levels at 18dBm and at 0dBm. We also
demonstrate that in such a case where nodes are distributed evenly around the area (usually to maximise
coverage) the use of maximum power is close to optimal. Thus if the nodes were to be spread more uniformly to maximise coverage then we would observe
that ConTPC would provide the same overall through-
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Figure 10: Delivery rate characteristics observed in 4 nodes
case

to the typical case when nodes want to connect to the
Internet through a gateway node. We have decided not
to forward the data packets beyond the gateway node
as we wished to observe the effect of transmit power
control on individual links instead of observing the
effect of hop penalty. The duration of this experiment
was 24 hours and all the power schemes were tested
in a round robin fashion.
In Figure 12 we have compared the throughput
achieved by the individual links on our eleven node
testbed. It can be observed that the ConTPC mechanism resulted in approximately a 50% increase in
throughput when compared with a fixed power level at
0dBm and a 15% increase in throughput when compared with a maximum power of 18dBm. One can
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Figure 12: Throughput observed on 11 node testbed
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This experiment demonstrates that the benefit of
using transmit power control is topology dependent.
It also shows that our ConTPC outperforms fixed
power levels if there is some nonuniformity in the
node distribution. Thus it can reduce the transmit
power for strong links, thereby reducing the interference.

6.3

Eleven nodes testbed case

To evaluate ConTPC over our eleven node test bed we
have used a similar procedure. However, this time the
communication pattern was not performed in disjoint
pairs. Instead each node was sending a 512kbps UDP
flow to the node which was the next hop towards the
gateway node. Such communication pattern is similar

also observe in Figure 12 that ConTPC offered an improvement mostly for links which achieved low or
average throughput when the maximum power was
used. This is because when the transmission was occurring at maximum power, these links were suffering
due to increased contention and noise level. Reducing the transmit power of high quality links resulted
in improved performance of weak links. So ConTPC
has not only increased the average throughput, but has
also increased the fairness.

6.4

Stability of ConTPC

In Figure 13 we present the probability distribution
functions (PDFs) of the power level selection performed by ConTPC during the experiment performed
in Section 6.3. This diagram allows one to determine
how often ConTPC changes the power levels or if
the power level remains fixed for extended periods of
time. As can be observed on link A–B, ConTPC selected a wide range of power levels. This is because
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Figure 13: Power level selection PDF for links of 11 node
testbed

node A was located in a corridor where there was a
high variability in the propagation conditions due to
the movement of people. However, most of the time
this link exhibited a high delivery rate, thus the selected power tended to switch between 8 and 9dBm.
For the majority of the links, the transmit power
level was selected around a small range of values or
remained at one value for the duration of the experiment.
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Overhead of ConTPC

ConTPC obtains the delivery rate vs TX power characteristics by broadcasting power probes at all specified power levels. In this section we consider the direct overhead which is the amount of time consumed
by the transmission of these broadcast probe packets.
The overhead can be controlled by the frequency
of these broadcasts. In our experiment we have measured the overhead on node D which was the gateway
node and featured the highest number of neighbours,
and thus was influenced by the highest overhead. In
Figure 14 we have presented the overhead as a percentage for three different intervals between consecutive broadcasts, i.e. every 50ms, 100ms, and 200ms.
As expected reducing the frequency of these broadcasts resulted in a drop in the overhead from 2.5% to
1.3%, and finally to 0.6%. Although the 200ms interval resulted in the smallest overhead we have observed that ConTPC has significantly slowed the process of generation of the delivery rate vs TX power
characteristics. Therefore, if one would wished to
keep the overhead low at around 0.6%, we would recommend to reduce the number of power levels being
tested. In (Kowalik et al., 2008) we have shown that
WLAN cards with Atheros chipsets allow for the con-
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Figure 14: ConTPC overhead

trol of the transmit power with 0.5dBm granularity.
Not all the power levels need to be used by the power
control mechanism, especially if we wish to limit the
probing overhead. Thus, for a 200ms broadcast interval we have increased the value of Pstep form 0.5dBm
to 1dBm. The increase of Pstep with the broadcast interval set at 200ms allowed ConTPC to continue to
outperform tansmissions at maximum power for our
eleven node test bed.

6.6

ConTPC parameters evaluation

ConTPC uses two configurable parameters Psa f ety and
thr to control its aggressiveness. The Psa f ety is a
safety margin, which defines the minimum range of
the flat region around the maximum power. The thr
is the threshold value which defines if the region is
still flat around the the maximum power. Thus, if
one would set Psa f ety to be 0dBm, and the thr to
be equal to 0.9, then all network links would use a
transmit power which results in the delivery rate of
0.9 ∗ dlr(18dBm). These settings would effectively
reduce the transmit power on all the network links.
In Figure 15 we have provide evidence that the
opportunistic approach where (Psa f ety = 0dBm) results in the worst performance. The conservative approach ( where Psa f ety >= 1dBm) is much better. It
can be observed that the highest average throughput
is achieved if we select a low threshold thr = 0.8 and
use a wide power safety margin as Psa f ety = 4dBm.
Setting a too high a threshold of around thr = 0.95
for a link with a high variance in the delivery rate vs
power curve could cause ConTPC to decide that the
flat area is quite narrow. This could effectively disable
ConTPC on links with high variance of the delivery
rate vs power characteristics. However, threshold val-
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ues of around 0.8 ensure that ConTPC correctly finds
the boundary of the flat area despite some variability.
While a large Psa f ety (above 3dBm) ensures that only
good quality links reduce their power. Consequently,
by being conservative this allows for the efficient operation of ConTPC.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the ConTPC
mechanism which is a conservative transmit power
control scheme. It does not seek to reduce the transmit power for all the networks links because such an
approach usually penalises low quality links. Instead,
it only reduces the transmit power for links on which
such a reduction does not affect the delivery rate.
We have demonstrated that the performance of
ConTPC is topology dependent. The highest throughput gain can be observed in nonuniform topologies
such as the disjoint node pairs case, when multiple
transmissions may occur simultaneously. However, in
a typical indoor deployment, as for example in case
of our test bed, such a scheme continues to outperform the fixed power levels case, resulting in a 15%
throughput increase when compared with fixed power
operating at its maximum value.
We have also shown that ConTPC not only increases the overall throughput but also increases the
fairness by reducing contention. Moreover, it is possible to control the overhead of ConTPC while maintaining its high throughput gain.
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